Mite dispersal among the Southern Ocean Islands and Antarctica before the last glacial maximum
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It has long been maintained that the majority of terrestrial Antarctic species are relatively recent, post last glacial maximum, arrivals with perhaps a few microbial or protozoan taxa being substantially older. Recent studies have questioned this ‘recolonization hypothesis’, though the range of taxa examined has been limited. Here, we present the first large-scale study for mites, one of two dominant terrestrial arthropod groups in the region. Specifically, we provide a broad-scale molecular phylogeny of a biologically significant group of ameronothroid mites from across the maritime and sub-Antarctic regions. Applying different dating approaches, we show that diversions among the ameronothroid mite genera Podacarus, Alashozetes and Halozetes significantly predate the Pleistocene and provide evidence of independent dispersals across the Antarctic Polar Front. Our data add to a growing body of evidence demonstrating that many taxa have survived glaciation of the Antarctic continent and the sub-Antarctic islands. Moreover, they also provide evidence of a relatively uncommon trend of dispersals from islands to continental mainlands. Within the ameronothroid mites, two distinct clades with specific habitat preferences (marine intertidal versus terrestrial/supralittoral) exist, supporting a model of within-habitat speciation rather than colonization from marine refugia to terrestrial habitats. The present results provide additional impetus for a search for terrestrial refugia in an area previously thought to have lacked ice-free ground during glacial maxima.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The biogeography of Antarctica and its surrounding islands is both complex and contentious. The complexity is a consequence of the compound geological history of the region. Continental Antarctica is an amalgam of a large, eastern Antarctic block and a western complex of accreted terranes [1–3]. Likewise, its surrounding islands have a variety of geological origins and histories, ranging from relatively young volcanic islands such as the Prince Edwards [4], to more complex older islands such as South Georgia and the Kerguelen archipelago [5–8]. The contention stems largely from a long-standing debate about the origins of terrestrial Antarctic biotas. In particular, much controversy swirls around whether the biotas of the continent are relatively recent colonists or older palaeoendemics, and the extent of the relationships between the continental biota and those found on the more northerly maritime Antarctic and sub-Antarctic islands [9–15].

Apparently low species endemism in some groups, particularly the mosses and some microbiota, combined with the obvious and substantially greater glaciation of Antarctica and many of its surrounding islands during the last glacial maximum than at present [16,17], encouraged the early view [18] that the majority of terrestrial Antarctic species are relatively recent (post last glacial maximum) arrivals, with perhaps a few microbial or protozoan taxa being substantially older (reviews in [3,19]). While this view elicited some early controversy (e.g. [9,20]), conventional, morphology-based analyses of other taxa, such as algae [21] and crustacea [22], and renewed systematic and biogeographic work on the bryophytes (e.g. [23–25]) continue to support the idea of low endemism and, implicitly, recent arrival. Similarly, conventional, non-molecular biogeographic analyses of a variety of taxa have suggested that the assemblages of the sub-Antarctic islands and maritime Antarctic are clearly differentiated from those of continental Antarctica (e.g. [15,26,27]), and show only distant relationships among the main island groupings in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian components of the Southern Ocean (e.g. [13,28,29]).

By contrast, a small number of recent studies and syntheses have questioned the ‘recolonization hypothesis’ [3,30–32]. Several of these studies have been based on patterns of diversity and species distributions that seem highly indicative of either an ancient Gondwana origin for the taxa concerned (e.g. [12,33]), or regional glacial...
refugia [34,35]. More compelling are molecular phylogenetic investigations suggesting that cyanobacteria, algae, midges and springtails display high diversity and show a range of colonization times, varying from \(ca\) 300–1 Ma, and almost certainly prior to the last glacial maximum [32,36–39]. However, to date these investigations have represented a relatively small set of taxa for strictly terrestrial species. In consequence, the timing of arrival in Antarctica and relationships among the continental and southern island terrestrial biotas remains poorly understood. This situation contrasts strongly with marine systems, where phylogenetic knowledge of the timing of events and relationships among the continent and its surrounding islands is growing rapidly (e.g. [40–50]).

Because mites are the most diverse group of terrestrial animals in the region [51], this key group is used here to further current understanding of the origins and biogeography of the terrestrial fauna of Antarctica and its surrounding islands. In particular, the ameronothroids are investigated for two reasons. First, it has been proposed, on the grounds of species distributional and habitat-use information, that colonization by these mites in the Antarctic has proceeded from marine habitats to terrestrial areas following glacial retreat [52] and, second, the group is also iconic in the sense that two members thereof, *Alaschozetes antarcticus* Michael, 1903 and *Halozetes belgicae* (Michael), are among the most well-studied terrestrial organisms in the region (e.g. [53–61]).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Sampling

Following [52], the current analysis concerns the three major ameronothroid genera endemic to the Antarctic region, *Podacarus* (Grandjean 1955), *Alaschozetes* (Hammer 1955) and *Halozetes* Berlese 1916 (family Ameronothridae); [62]. These genera are closely related, endemic to the region and considered to belong to a monophyletic group within the Ameronothroidea [62–66]. Sampling included eight *Halozetes* species (*H. fulvus*, *H. crozatensis*, *H. belgicae*, *H. marinus*, *H. marionensis*, *H. intermedius*, *H. macquariensis* and *H. capensis*) incorporating four subspecies (*H. m. devilliersi*, *H. m. marinus*, *H. b. micki* and *H. b. brevipilis*), and *Podacarus auberti* and *A. antarcticus* (including *A. a. intermedius*). While there are no other known valid species of *Podacarus*, six other known *Halozetes* species, which are rare in the Antarctic/sub-Antarctic region or in New Zealand were not included in the present analysis, especially because in the Antarctic case recent collections at localities where these species are supposed to occur have not yielded material of them (see [52] for geographical information). Two other species of *Alaschozetes*, apparently found on Bouvetøya (*A. bouvetoyensis*) and in Alaska (*A. corticus*), require further systematic investigation [52]. For outgroups, *Aquaonothrus montanus* (Ameronothroidea; a Gondwanan species; [52]), *Magellanozetes antarcticus* (Ceratozetoidea) and *Platyothrus skottsbergi* (Camisiidae) were used. These species were sampled from South Africa in the former case and in the latter case from both sub-Antarctic and maritime Antarctic localities across the region (figure 1; see also the electronic supplementary material, table S1). Reference specimens are currently housed at the Center for Invasion Biology by S.L.C., at the British Antarctic Survey by P.C. and by D.M. at the University of Brunei.

(b) DNA extraction, PCR amplification and sequencing

Total genomic DNA was isolated using a phenol/chloroform extraction method [67] with slight modifications [68]. Conventional DNA extraction procedures sometimes failed to yield DNA of usable quality. In these cases, DNA was extracted with the DNeasy Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s recommendations.

The widely used mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 gene (*COI*) was amplified using primers LCO1490 and HCO2198 [69] resulting in a fragment of 494 bp. The nuclear histone-3 gene (*H3*) was also amplified, but the *H3* primers *H3AF* and *H3AR* [70] showed limited success with the amplification of *Halozetes* DNA. Hence, mitotype-specific primers were designed from the sequence alignment of the few successfully amplified specimens. The sense primer (HIST3F: CGTAAATGCGCCGACG) and the antisense primer (HIST3R: GACCGGTATTGGCGTGATTGC) successfully amplified a 320 bp fragment. This fragment corresponded to the 2nd exon (partial), 2nd intron and the 3rd exon (partial) of the *H3* gene of *Drosophila hydei* [71].

Mitochondrial and nuclear PCR reactions were performed in a final volume of 30 µl and included 2 µl of unquantified genomic DNA, 1X reaction buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 200 µM dNTP solution, 2 µM of each primer and 1 unit of Taq polymerase (Super-Therm; JMR Holdings, London, UK). All PCR reactions were conducted with similar cycling parameters, which included an initial denaturation step at 94°C for 1 min followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 40°C (*COI*) or 50°C (*H3*) for 30 s, 72°C for 45 s. A final extension step at 72°C for 5 min completed the reactions.

Nucleotide sequencing was carried out using BigDye Terminator 3.1 mix (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK). Sequencing cocktails were cleaned using Centrisep spin columns (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK) and the products were analysed on an ABI3170 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK). Electropherograms of the raw data were manually checked and edited with *Sequence Editor* (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK).

(c) Sequence and phylogenetic analyses

Sequences were aligned with CLUSTAL X 1.81 [72] using the multiple alignment mode and all alignments were checked by eye. All sequences generated in the present study were submitted to GenBank under accession numbers HQ264 190-HQ264403. In the nuclear *H3* gene the exons were conserved across all taxa. The intron region of both the ingroup and outgroup species was highly variable and could not be unambiguously aligned. Because of this, the intron region was removed from further analyses.

Phylogenetic analyses included parsimony searches and Bayesian inference. All analyses were performed on (i) the mitochondrial *COI* gene, (ii) the *H3* exon, and (iii) the combined *COI* and *H3* datasets after the partition homogeneity test indicated no conflicting signal in the data (\(p = 1.0\)). Bootstrap values exceeding 70 per cent and posterior probabilities higher than 0.70 were considered somewhat supported with bootstrap values exceeding 80 per cent and posterior probability values exceeding 0.90 considered well supported. Parsimony searches employed the heuristic
search criterion with TBR branch swapping as implemented in PAUP* 4.0b10 [73]. Nodal support was assessed through 1000 bootstrap replicates.

MrMODELTEST 2.3 [74] was used to determine the model of evolution that best fitted the data. The Akaike Information Criterion was preferentially used because it minimizes those parameters that do not contribute phylogenetic information [75,76]. Posterior probabilities for the Bayesian analyses were determined by running one cold and four heated chains for 5 000 000 generations in MrBayes 3.1.2 [77]. The combined data were analysed in a partitioned manner to allow the selection of different optimal models for each partition [77]. The optimal model was specified as prior for each partition. Each analysis was repeated and trees were sampled every 100 generations. Stability was determined using the ‘sump’ command in MrBayes and the first 5000 (or 10%) trees were excluded as burn-in. Posterior probabilities for nodes were calculated from the remaining topologies.

(d) Molecular divergence times

Two approaches were implemented to estimate the divergence times of the ameronothroid mites. First, an uncorrelated relaxed Bayesian clock (BEAST 1.5.4; [78]) was employed incorporating both geological and fossil calibration points. Representative COI sequences for the major groups within the Tardigrada (water bears; \( n = 8 \)), Onychophora (velvet worms; \( n = 9 \)) and Arthropoda (arthropods including two classes (Arachnida and Pycnogonida) and eight orders (Acari, Amblypygi, Araneae, Opiliones, Pseudoscorpiones, Scorpiones, Solifugae, Uropygi; \( n = 96 \)) were downloaded from public databases and retroactively aligned based on their amino-acid composition (494 bp; dataset available upon request). We also included all COI sequences generated for the present study (\( n = 108 \)). Panarthropod fossil calibration points [79–83] included the split between the Tardigrada and Onychophora/Arthropoda (between 850 and 400 Ma), the origin for the Arthropoda (530 Ma), the origin of the Arachnida (420 Ma), the origin for the Araneae (299 Ma) and the origin for the oribatid mites (117 Ma). As divergence times based on such ancient calibration points could have a notable impact on uncalibrated nodes, including the overestimation of more recent divergences (see [84]), we concurrently constrained the age of \( H. \) fulvus (including \( H. \) capensis) with the age of Marion Island given that \( H. \) fulvus is endemic to the Prince Edwards. The age of Marion Island is generally believed to be 0.5 Ma old [4], and as previous investigations have found support for using these bounds to delimit age of the taxa endemic to the island [85,86], we also calculated divergence times based on this single geological calibration point. The monophyly of the major panarthropod lineages was constrained \textit{a priori} and an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock and the Yule speciation prior specified. Two independent Markov Chain Monte-Carlo runs were conducted of 50 000 000 generations (sampled every 500 generations) each with the first 10 per cent discarded as burn-in. Run convergences were verified using Tracer.

Second, we estimated divergence times in the absence of calibration points following [87]. Various arthropod COI rate estimates have been postulated ranging from 1.5 to 2.3 per cent per million years (e.g. [88–90]). To apply the most appropriate rate for our ingroup, rate specific mutation rates were estimated for the ingroup lineages. For this,
we used the panarthropod data without calibration points. Parameters in BEAST followed those outlined above. Lineage-specific rates for Halozetes, Alaskozetes and Podacarus were calculated as the average of the (internal and single terminal) branch specific rates.

(e) Biogeographic analysis

The biogeographic history of these ameronothroid mites were reconstructed using DNA 1.2 [91] and LAGRANGE 1.0.1 [92]. DVA is an event-based method that considers vicariance, dispersals and extinctions (see [93–95] for critical discussion). LAGRANGE is a likelihood approach that incorporates a parametric inference which takes both anagenetic and cladogenetic changes into account. Because dispersal across the Antarctic Convergence is our central concern, for the analyses, two geographical units were defined, viz. the sub-Antarctic which lies close to or north of the Antarctic Convergence (Marion, Kerguelen, Macquarie, Heard, Possession Islands and South Georgia) and Maritime Antarctic to the south of the Convergence (Antarctic Peninsula and Scotia Arc archipelagos of the South Shetland, South Orkney and South Sandwich Islands). The analyses were based on a simplified version of the combined (COI and H3) tree (all duplicate taxa were trimmed from the tree and we retained single representative specimens per clade; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The current distribution of each representative was coded as present or absent in each of these areas.

3. RESULTS

The combined ameronothroid dataset comprised 763 bp for 108 taxa (H3: 269 bp; COI: 494 bp; see the electronic supplementary material, table S2 for combined and single gene statistics). The combined Bayesian topology is shown in figure 2 (see also the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Posterior probabilities and bootstrap support for the combined analyses as well as for the single gene fragments are indicated on the tree. With the exception of the analyses based on the H3 fragment alone that was mostly unresolved, largely congruent topologies (exceptions are discussed below) were retrieved. Five clades were found namely (i) Alaskozetes, (ii) Podacarus, (iii) H. belgicae from the Antarctic Peninsula, Kerguelen, Marion, South Sandwich, Macquarie and South Georgia Islands, (iv) H. crozetensis, H. fulvus, H. capensis and H. belgicae from South Georgia, Macquarie and Possession Islands and (v) H. marinus, H. intermedius and H. marionensis. Averaged uncorrected sequence divergence values among these groups for the COI gene varied between 15.9 per cent (GTR corrected value = 18.6%) between (i) Alaskozetes and (iv) H. crozetensis, H. fulvus, H. capensis and H. belgicae to 21.4 per cent (GTR corrected value = 25.9%) between (i) Alaskozetes and (v) H. marinus, H. intermedius and H. marionensis (sequence divergence values are presented in the electronic supplementary material, table S3). All of the evolutionary relationships among these five groups were not consistently supported by the different gene fragments and methods of analyses: specifically the evolutionary placement of H. macquariensis and the relationship of Alaskozetes and Podacarus to Halozetes. In spite of the uncertain placement, some support, most noticeably from the COI gene, was found for the clustering of Alaskozetes within Halozetes. The combined analyses placed Podacarus basal to the Halozetes group but in contrast, Podacarus clustered within the ingroup considering only COI. In addition, not all the species included in the analyses proved to be monophyletic. Halozetes belgicae is paraplyetic with membership in two of the larger clades. Halozetes intermedius was also paraplyetic.

Within the Halozetes group two main clades based on habitat preference were discernable (see figure 2). The first comprised the intertidal mite species (H. marinus, H. intermedius and H. marionensis), while the second clade included the supralittoral and terrestrial mite species (H. macquariensis, H. belgicae, H. crozetensis and H. fulvus).

With regard to the outcomes of the age calculations (see the electronic supplementary material, table S4), the lineage-specific mutation rates for the three ingroup genera (Halozetes, Alaskozetes and Podacarus) fall within the rates estimated across panarthropod lineages (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3). As the rates estimated for Halozetes (0.98, s.d. = 0.23), Alaskozetes (0.98, s.d. = 0.34) and Podacarus (0.91, s.d. = 0.07) fall close to the median value for arthropods, we applied the average rate of 1.9 per cent to the ingroup. The origin of the ingroup ranged from 4.32 Ma when the tree was constrained using the single Marion Island geological calibration point to 35.90 Ma when the panarthropod fossil calibrations were included. In the absence of calibration points (and following [87]), the age of the ingroup was estimated at 10.86 Ma. Divergence times estimated using the very distant fossil calibration points are likely to be overestimates, whereas the dates calculated using the single recent geological calibration point probably underestimate true divergence times. As the divergence times estimated using the lineage-specific mutation rates yielded intermediate times (and bearing in mind that the standard errors associated with these age estimates are typically large), we chose to adopt these uncalibrated estimates based on the lineage-specific mutation rates. These dates are also in line with those reported for other arthropod taxa in the Antarctic (e.g. [37]).

Multiple dispersal events (DNA estimated at least two events) across the Antarctic Convergence were found (see figure 2 and the electronic supplementary material, figure S1) in addition to the single dispersal of H. capensis to South Africa from Marion Island (LAGRANGE [92] confirmed multiple dispersal events). Ambiguous ancestral area cladograms were inferred for two internal branches resulting in either a single or two dispersal events. Many of the inferred dispersal events occurred across well supported areas of the topology and as such, the effects of the weakly supported deeper nodes are negligible here.

4. DISCUSSION

Before proceeding to a discussion of the biogeographic implications of the current analyses, it should be noted that our analyses do not support the retention of the species A. antarcticus within the genus Alaskozetes (Hammer 1955) and that this species should be transferred to the genus Halozetes (Berlese 1916). Because Alaskozetes contains three species (A. antarcticus, Michael
Figure 2. Bayesian topology inferred from the combined COI and H3 gene fragments for 108 taxa. Terminal groups have been collapsed, and the width of the triangle represents the number of distinct taxa included therein. Numbers at nodes indicate statistical support for the combined data as well as single gene fragments. Bayesian posterior probabilities (more than 0.7) and parsimony bootstrap support (more than 70%) are shown. Taxa occurring on maritime Antarctic localities (black), sub-Antarctic localities (light grey) and the taxon found in South Africa (dark grey) are indicated. Inferred ancestral area cladograms and biotopes (habitat choice) are shown. Ambiguous area cladograms are indicated by dashed lines (see text for further explanation). Dispersal events across the Antarctic Convergence are indicated by horizontal arrows. The scale bar follows the lineage-specific mutation rate divergence estimates.

1903; *A. bouvetoyaensis*, van Pletzen & Kok 1971; *A. coriaceus*, Hammer 1955), it is not possible to determine the current taxonomic status of the remaining two species and the genus, though it is clear that they require further systematic investigation. Moreover, the analyses also indicate that *H. belgicae* and *H. intermedius* each represent more than a single species. Further investigation of all individuals referred to these taxa is clearly required, although such complexity within a given, previously recognized species in the region is not unusual. For example, Stevens et al. [37] argued that the widespread springtail *Cryptopygus antarcticus* probably represents a complex of geographically separated species. Because both *H. belgicae* and the springtail *C. antarcticus* are among the most intensively studied Antarctic arthropods (see §1), and especially in the context of climate change impacts in the maritime and sub-Antarctic [96–99] the paraphyly of these taxa should be recognized in the interpretation of differences in responses among sites. Fortunately, this problem does not extend to the other, heavily studied species.

From a biogeographic perspective, and adopting the age estimates based on the lineage-specific mutation rates, the analyses suggest that this group of ameronothroid mites colonized the Antarctic region ca 10 Ma. Similar or older estimates for colonization times of the region have been made for other terrestrial invertebrate taxa such as springtails and midges [36,37], as well as for some marine groups (e.g. [50]). The independent dispersals across the Antarctic Convergence in *Alashozetes* and *H. belgicae* between ca 10 and 6 Ma are also in keeping with data from other groups, most notably the genus *Cryptopygus* [37]. If these dates generated based on lineage-specific mutation rates are accepted, this suggests colonizations, across the Antarctic Convergence, of the Antarctic Peninsula, sometime during the late Miocene or early Pliocene. Although evidence exists for exposure from glaciation of some regions in East Antarctica since 12–5 Ma, available geological evidence, along with ice sheet reconstruction through modelling, suggests that the Antarctic Peninsula region remained heavily glaciated until the end of the last glacial maximum (reviewed in [3,100]). The current phylogenetic analyses therefore suggest, irrespective of how the divergence dates for the lineages are constrained, that despite the geological evidence, some refugia must have been present in the Peninsula region. In so doing, they support a growing body of molecular information showing that recent, post-glacial colonization is not a plausible explanation for the origins of much of the
Antarctic terrestrial and freshwater invertebrate biota [32,36–39]. In consequence, not only does the geological interpretation require further scrutiny, but a search for refugia, in keeping with at least some level of geological plausibility is also required (e.g. [35]), particularly for the northern Peninsula region. The multiple colonizations of Antarctica from the surrounding islands also make this continent unusual by comparison with others, where colonization from the continent to surrounding areas is the norm, and where exceptions are considered worthy of comment [101]. However, perhaps the group is unusual, given that it appears that H. capensis also represents a recent colonization (less than 0.5 Ma) of South Africa from the sub-Antarctic [102].

In the case of the sub-Antarctic islands it is clear that successful dispersal among them has not only been common, but often has not required a prolonged period to occur after the islands have emerged (see also [37,85]). Thus, despite the apparent level of biogeographic separation among the islands identified using conventional assemblage (or species-identity)-based analyses (e.g. [15,26,28,29]), it is clear that considerable movement among them does take place (see also [103]). Although the differences in analytical outcome may partly be a consequence of variation in dispersal ability among the groups concerned [14], the current phylogeographic evidence suggests that a much greater role for dispersal across the region, among what are often considered distinct biogeographic regions, will be found in all groups. This conclusion is in keeping with molecular studies from elsewhere in the Southern Hemisphere emphasizing the role of dispersal processes in its biogeography (reviewed in [104]). However, it does not mean that the biogeographic regions identified to date (e.g. [13,26]) are meaningless, but rather that the boundaries among them are more permeable than might previously have been supposed, and that the biogeographic history of the region is consequently more complicated (see also [19]).

The latter is readily illustrated by examining the proposal that the species within the Halozetes group (sensu lato) survived glaciation in marine refuges and subsequently colonized terrestrial areas of the sub-Antarctic and Antarctic [105]. While the proposal appears compelling, given evidence for weevils derived from biogeographic studies of the group (e.g. [106]), it is not supported by the current molecular data. Rather, Halozetes clearly comprises two distinct clades, one associated with marine intertidal environments and the other with terrestrial and supralittoral ones, which diverged early in the history of the group in the region. No evidence exists of speciation from a marine to a terrestrial group (or vice versa). Rather, it seems probable that substantial ecological flexibility has enabled species in the terrestrial and supralittoral clade to inhabit a relatively diverse range of environments. Recent molecular work at the population level in a weevil species from Marion Island likewise suggests that inland rather than coastal refugia have been more significant in its history [86], in keeping with new geological interpretations for the island [107].

In conclusion, this work has demonstrated the significant role for colonization of Antarctica and its surrounding islands prior to the last glacial maximum as an important component of their fauna. By doing so, it has highlighted the need for additional investigations of taxa across the continent and on its surrounding islands to clarify discrepancies among the biological and geological data, and to provide insights into a region that has long been the subject of biogeographic controversy.
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